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THE only thing on her 
mind while she sat in 
the orchestra of  the 
Capitol Theater in 

Trenton was her hope that 
she wouldn’t end up in a 
juvenile detention center. 
Never did Edith Savage-
Jennings believe at such a 
young age that her small act 
would land her in one of  
the leading positions of  the 
Civil Rights Movement.

At age 13, Edith and 
a group of  her friends, 
decided they would help 
integrate the movie the-
aters in Trenton. They 
sat in the main floor of  
the Capitol and later 
the Lincoln even though 
African-Americans were 
supposed to sit only in the 
balcony. 

“We went down to the theater, got 
our tickets and went and sat down 
in the second row of  the orchestra 
and an usher came down and said, 
‘You’re in the wrong seats,’” she 
explained.“I said, ‘Well, we’re not 
moving’ and we just sat there. Then, 
the manager came and he said, 
‘You’re supposed to be in the bal-
cony.’ I said again, ‘Well, we’re not 
moving.’ So we sat there and stayed 
for the whole movie and nobody said 
anything else.”

Follow-up visits also went without 
incident. She later helped integrate 
Texas Wieners hot dog stand on 
Warren Street.

For Savage-Jennings, now 88 and 
a resident of  Ewing, N.J. those days 
started decades of  service to the Civil 
Rights Movement. Speaking at Rider 

on Oct. 25, she described some of  
her favorite memories of  working 
with Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. and 
President John F. Kennedy. 

“It started in 1957,” said Savage-
Jennings. “Dr. King called and asked 
if  he could come to Trenton because 
in the South he wasn’t able to raise 
any money. He had just started the 
movement. 

“So the Rev. [S. Howard] 
Woodson [Jr.] called me and said, 
‘My friend wants to come to New 
Jersey. Can you think of  something 
we could do?’ And, I said, ‘Well let’s 
have a mass rally so we could raise 
money that way.’ So we did, at the 
Shiloh Baptist Church on Calhoun 
Street.”

After the 
rally, her 
relationship 

‘Well, we’re not moving’
Civil rights leader promotes peaceful protest 
and decades of  change without aggression

Dean Ira Mayo, far left, and members of the women’s basketball team serve up a meal of Thanksgiving favorites.

➠ SEE CIVIL RIGHTS
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➠
SEE THERIDERNEWS.COM FOR 
MORE PICTURES FROM THE ANNUAL 
THANKSGIVING CELEBRATION
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Edith Savage-Jennings visits Rider’s News Reporting and 
Writing class to discuss her civil rights activism.
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The search for a provost
By Emily Eiermann

S INCE the March announcement 
of Dr. Donald Steven’s upcoming 
retirement in 2013, Rider has been 
looking for a new provost and vice 

president of Academic Affairs. Thursday 
concluded the search process after the last 
of four finalists finished her interview.

The process was extensive, according 
to Dr. Todd Weber, a biology professor. 
In order to provide a variety of different 
viewpoints and allow different depart-
ments to become involved in the search, 
President Mordechai Rozanski put 
together a search committee composed 
of 16 faculty members from different 
fields, including Weber.

“I believe it was President Rozanski 
who invited an assortment of faculty 
members to represent the different areas, 
different disciplines on campus,” Weber 
said. “There was a sort of representa-
tive population on the committee, as 
well as representatives from the other 
factions on campus who have a vested 
interest in finding a good provost, like 
Student Affairs, the administration and 
Admissions. It was very inclusive in that 
regard.”

The search began in April when the 
university brought in Steve Leo, the 
vice president of Storbeck/Pimentel & 
Associates, an agency that specializes in 
finding executives for higher education. 
The firm helped craft the job description 
of the position, sought out qualified indi-
viduals and organized the applications 
before presenting them to the committee.

Once the applications were received, 
they were posted to a secure, private 
website to which only the committee 
members had access. The original pile 
of more than 100 applications dwindled 
to 10 in August, when the committee 
reconvened to narrow down the search. 
Those 10 were then brought to the 
Marriott Hotel next to the Philadelphia 

International Airport over a two-day 
span.

“We did it [that way] so that people 
could f ly in, do the interview and get 
back to their jobs,” Weber said. “We 
interviewed solid for two days, about an 
hour and a half per candidate, and from 
our impressions from these interviews, 
we picked the four people who have 
interviewed on campus this week and 
last.”

Those four were Dr. David Dauwalder, 
Provost and senior vice president for 
Academic Affairs at the University of 
New Haven; Dr. David Stern, vice presi-
dent for Academic and Student Affairs 
and philosophy professor at Hamline 
University in Minnesota; Dr. Robert 
Prezant, dean of the College of Science 
and Mathematics at Montclair State 
University and Dr. DonnaJean Fredeen, 
dean of the School of Arts and Sciences 
at Southern Connecticut State University. 

Once on campus, the four provost 
potentials interviewed with different 
groups, including councils of deans, 
department chairs, various student 
leaders and the faculty union, allowing 
a good portion of the Rider community 
its chance to meet the candidates. They 
also participated in open forums, where 
they were given an hour to explain why 
they are interested in the university and 
what they would bring to the position. A 
question-and-answer session followed, 
after which those in the audience were 
encouraged to fill out reviews of the 
candidates online.

The decision will be made once feed-
back from the interviews and surveys are 
received.

“Whoever is chosen, I hope they have 
a big presence on campus with faculty 
and students alike,” English professor 
and committee member Dr. Roberta 
Clipper said. 

➠
SEE THE
CANDIDATES ON
PAGE 3

Rider finds 
‘A Reason  
to Celebrate’
A full-course Thanksgiving dinner 
dished out by top administrators aims 
to fill stomachs and hearts on campus
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Friday, Nov. 16 to Sunday, Nov. 18

Rider Musical Theater: Cole
7:30 p.m., Yvonne Theatre
Perfomances will also take place at 2 p.m. on Saturday 
and Sunday.

Saturday, Nov. 17

Breaking Dawn Part 2 movie trip
Students can sign up in the SRC ticket booth today 
between 11:30 a.m. and 1 p.m. and 3 and 4:30 p.m. 
Bus departs the BLC Saturday at 6:15 p.m.

Sunday, Nov. 18

Empowerment for Cambodia Benefit 
Concert
8 p.m., The Playhouse
The Black-Hispanic Alliance hosts this event, which 
will include performances by local student organiza-
tions in support of  the Cambodian Kids Foundation.
Tickets are $5 in advance and $10 at the door.

Sunday, Nov. 18

Conservatory faculty recital
7:30 p.m., Bristol Hall Chapel

Monday, Nov. 19

Taste of the Caribbean
9 p.m., Cavalla Room

Monday, Nov. 26

Cultural explosion performance
8 p.m., Cavalla Room

Thursday, Nov. 29

Spectrum Pride Alliance’s variety show 
hosted by Manila Luzon from RuPaul’s 
Drag Race
8 p.m., Yvonne Theater

Thursday, Nov. 29

Fall career day
10 a.m., Cavalla Room

C O M I N G  U P. . .N E W S  B R I E F S

THE university’s Thanksgiving 
food drive will be collecting 
baskets of canned goods and 
other Thanksgiving dinner 

staples until Monday. Also along 
the lines of holiday giving, the 
Bookstore will be collecting new, 
unwrapped toys for the Toys-For-
Tots program until Dec. 7. If you 
drop off a toy, you will receive a 20 
percent discount coupon redeem-
able for all Rider apparel and/or 
gifts. 

Page 2

Rider Dance Ensemble Presents:

Home
a student choreographed showcase

Saturday November 17th
3:00 pm and 7:00 pm

Sunday, November 18th
12:00 pm and 5:00 pm

All shows will be held in the BLC Theater
Admission is free with a suggested donation to  

St. Jude’s Children’s Hospital

RDE will be accepting donations toward 
Hurricane Relief efforts (non-perishable foods, 

blankets, clothes, shoes, supplies, etc.)

“I’ve always known, with you, I am home.”

S E C U R I T Y  B R I E F S

P H O T O  O F  T H E  W E E K

Cabinet klepto
A storage closet was broken 

into on the ground floor of the 
Bart Luedeke Center (BLC) last 
Friday. 

Public Safety arrived at the 
BLC around 8 a.m. on Friday after 
receiving a call about a burglary 
from a male staff member. He 
told the officers that a filing 
cabinet was taken from a stor-
age closet sometime between 
Nov. 2 and Nov. 3. There were no 
contents inside and the cost to 
replace the cabinet is under $200. 

At this time, there are no 
suspects and Public Safety is 
continuing the investigation. If 
anyone has addtional informa-
tion on this theft, contact Public 
Safety at x5029.

Allergy alert
An allergy emergency arose 

on Friday in Daly’s. Public Safety 
arrived at the dining hall after 
receiving a call about the medical 
issue.

The officers met with a staff 
member, the female victim and 
her friend. She stated that she 
was eating dinner when she 
began to have an allergic reac-
tion to an ingredient in some-
thing she ate. 

Public Safety notified an 
ambulance and in the meantime, 
the victim indicated that she had 
allergy medicine in her room, 
so the friend left to retrieve the 
medicine. The EMTs adminis-
tered first aid and transferred the 
student to a nearby hospital for 
further treatment.

Wrong side of the bed
A female student was in an 

especially argumentative mood 
while in the Student Recreation 
Center (SRC) on Nov. 7. 

At 2:45 p.m., a male staff mem-
ber told Public Safety officers 
that he was working in the SRC 
when a student entered the gym 
area without her ID card. The staff 
member said that she was head-
ing to class, but he reminded her 
that she needed an ID card to 
enter the SRC. He said that she 
then began to use profane lan-
guage and stormed out the door. 

Ten minutes later, the staff 
member said she returned with 
her ID card. He swiped it, at 
which time she began to use 
more profanity before she walked 
away. The student has been 
charged with disorderly conduct 
and the matter has been referred 
to the Office of Community 
Standards.
 

Centennial Lake transforms into a beautiful watercolor art piece as the sun sets on Thursday evening casting a blush pink reflection onto the water. 
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S E E  Y O U  N O V.  3 O
The next issue of  The Rider News will 

hit campus news stands on Nov. 30. In the 
meantime, check out theridernews.com to 
read up on some blogs and see our photo 
galleries and videos. 
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News
SGA pins schoolwide spirit on students
By Lauren Santye

SMALL cranberry-colored pins are becoming 
the new vehicle for Rider pride in an effort to 
enhance campus spirit. 

“Our House” is a new school spirit cam-
paign started by Rider’s current Student Government 
Association (SGA). It centers around the distribution 
of  ‘Our House’ pins to students during the month of  
November. 

Every Monday a new pin will be given out around 
the Lawrenceville campus with a different theme 
each week. The first pins said “Our House” with the 
goal of  bringing students together under our house 
— Rider University — which was SGA’s platform, 
according to SGA President Lorelei Colbert.

 “SGA didn’t want a regular event,” Colbert said. 
“We want to make pride a mentality so we made this a 
month-long event.”

During the second week, pins were given that said 
the names of  Rider’s colleges and schools: the College 
of  Liberal Arts and Sciences, the College of  Business 
Administration, the School of  Fine and Performing 
Arts, the School of  Education and Westminster 
College of  the Arts.

The third week will feature pins with different 
numbers. For example, if  a student is on one of  the 
20 Division I sport teams, then that student will get a 
pin that says “20.” But athletes won’t be the only ones 
who receive a pin that week. It will include everyone 
from international to commuters and transfers, to 
those who stay on campus during weekends. Each 
type of  student will be able to receive a number that 
represents their associated group. Colbert feels this is a 
way of  “bridging the gaps.” 

Colbert hopes the pins will help students feel more 
connected to the university and remove Rider’s suit-
case school reputation.

Finally, during the last week at the end of  
November when everyone comes back from 
Thanksgiving break, students will receive a “Welcome 
back to Our House” pin.

 “I personally love the idea,” said Isa Wisse, a 
senior public relations major and the SGA public 
relations chair. “It’s just something you can really 
build upon in the future, because right now the theme 
behind “Our House” is we’re all a part of  Rider.”

If  a student collects all four of  his or her pins, 
that student can wear them to the Holiday Lighting 
Celebration on Nov. 30 in front of  Moore Library 
where he or she will be eligible to win a free iPad. 

For the past two years, Rider has not done the 
Holiday Lighting Celebration and Colbert believes its 
return will incite spirit too. 

“In the past, I believe SGA did a survey and the 
results came back that they could cut the lights from 
the budget,” Colbert said. “Personally, as SGA presi-
dent, I am a very spirited and enthusiastic person and 
I’ve been wanting these lights back since my freshman 
year.”

Wisse urged that the iPad giveaway at the lighting 
ceremony is more than an incentive to collect pins. 

“It’s just something we’re doing to launch the 
event, but we really want to see this as a continuation 
of  Rider pride on campus,” she said. “Students can 
wear their pins, collect their pins and trade their pins. 
They can wear them with pride to say ‘I go to Rider. 
I’m in 100 plus clubs. I’m a commuter. I’m a transfer 
student and this is our house.’”

According to Colbert, bringing the lights back will 
also bring smiles to the faces of  campus community 
members.

“We think it’s a sign of  hope,” she said. “We’re 
almost there — we’re almost at the end of  the semes-
ter. The lights just make people happy.”

Carrie Lettiere, sophomore elementary education 
and American studies major feels the pins are a “great 
way to show school spirit without breaking the bank.”

Colbert wants to remind Rider students that, “it’s 
not just our house for this month — it’s our house, 
Rider pride from here on out. I hope more groups 
continue to show their Rider pride and get other 
groups to believe in their school. At the end of  the 
day you need to be happy that this is your home, this 
is where you come from and you want to invite people 
and encourage other people to come, and I think 
sometimes we lose sight of  that.”

Spirit pins are distributed by SGA every week during the month of 
November. Each pin stands for a different aspect of Rider. 
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David Dauwalder
University of  New Haven
I think what needs to happen is making sure that there are 
strong connections between the career development center 
and the academic programs, ensuring that the academic 
units take a look at that element too. One of the things that 
I’ve seen, having worked in business schools for so many 
years, is the difference that can be made when the faculty of 
a particular unit is connected to the discipline itself. The stars 
in the business schools that I’ve been in have usually been 
the Accounting Department. The Accounting Department 
would be so connected with the accounting profession, 
essentially, and would have a real focused effort of really 

working with students and getting them connected to the accounting firms and getting them prepared for 
the work force. Looking at some of those examples of quality connections that are there and trying to use 
those as examples of how other units might be able to improve their way to connect would help.

Robert Prezant
Montclair State University
What we see happening in higher education today is really 
interesting. Very few universities consider themselves a 
location for ivory towers anymore and what we’re seeing 
is what are sometimes called boutique programs — that 
is, programs that could be really important and really nice 
and deep learning experiences, but when you graduate, 
what are you going to do with it? Where are you going to 
go? What job are you going to get? Boutique programs are 
really good at graduating individuals who will go to get an 
academic job and set up a boutique program. I’m not saying 
that’s necessarily bad because there are important things 

that come out of some of them in terms of philosophies and broadening mindsets — that’s really important 
on an academic campus — but if you’re looking for a career, that’s not the way to go. We’re seeing more and 
more universities develop very applied programs and partnerships with industries so that the students can 
go and get internships and co-op opportunities in those industries. We’re seeing more and more universities 
actually bring people from industry into the campus either as temporary faculty or actually hiring tenure-
track faculty from industries. We’re in the heart of the pharmaceutical world and I have hired two people out 
of that industry to come and teach our programs. They’re bringing our students real-world experience and I 
just see that growing and perhaps growing here at Rider.

David Stern
Hamline University
I think we’ve got two different dimensions of the question. One 
is at the undergraduate level, and there I would say that it is 
increasingly important, even the matter ultimately of survival, 
that we infuse all of our programs with preparation for a life 
beyond our academy. We can do this in ways that are still 
consistent with the nature of the discipline. An example is work 
that the English Department at Hamline has been particularly 
proud of: turning its senior seminar that all of its majors take 
into, in part, an opportunity to translate the skills that they 
have been learning into terms that are intelligible not just to 
the English faculty and the liberal arts faculty, but to potential 

employers. They’ve worked carefully and closely with our Career Services office to create authentic ways of doing 
that. I think we have to do that because parents and potential students expect it, and employers are demanding 
it of those that they’ll hire. At the graduate level, I think there’s an opportunity that Rider needs to think about. 
There’s been some attention paid over the last year or two to alternative credentials, sometimes referred to as 
badges. I think that there are real opportunities for universities to figure out where our expertise and employers’ 
needs for training at the advanced level can match up that are not full degree programs, but are consistent with 
what we are already doing. I perceive ample opportunities there and if so, I think it will be important that care-
ful thought be given to which of those opportunities would best serve Rider.

DonnaJean Fredeen
Southern Connecticut State University
Employers are always saying what skills students need when 
they come out. That’s where the whole idea of a liberal educa-
tion comes into play, in terms of helping to bolster those skills. 
The English Department can teach a student to write really 
well an argument for an essay on something the student is 
really passionate about, but what we need to do is also teach 
them how to write well in their chosen careers. I think there’s 
a very strong marriage between liberal education and the 
major, and I think you need both for your students to be well 
educated. If you look at the work that AAC&U (Association of 
American Colleges and Universities) has done, they talk about 

a practical liberal education where you are using what we’re doing in liberal education to help students not only 
in their major, but to think with those broader perspectives. I don’t think you can have one without the other. 
We need to be giving students breadth, the breadth that you get from liberal education but the depth that you 
get from the major so that if they are an accounting major, they can go out there and handle all of the issues 
that they’re going to face in accounting and can be successful with their degrees.

How would you change academics to improve students’ job opportunities?
Provost Search



with King and 
his wife con-
tinued as she 
became heavily 

involved with civil rights activism. She visited King at 
his home many times and recalled how he would get 
up at 6 a.m. to greet the milkman and have coffee. 

“It was a very interesting journey,” she said. “Dr. 
King was a gentleman with a common touch, very 
much down to earth. I felt he was the 20th-century 
prophet and the he was anointed to do what he did.”

Savage-Jennings was even asked to handle an 
assignment in the Deep South for president John F. 
Kennedy in 1963.

“He asked me if  I would go on a secret mission for 
him,” she said. “Bobby [Kennedy] got on the phone 
with me and said, ‘We have a very pressing issue in 
Mississippi and we would like to send you in if  you’re 
willing to go.”

After speaking to her husband about the president’s 
request, she agreed to travel to Mississippi along with 
Helen Meyner, the wife of  the Governor of  New 
Jersey at the time, Robert Meyner. Mississippi “was 

deeply segregated” and Savage-Jennings felt there was 
no way a white woman and a black woman would be 
able to travel together. 

“Bobby said to me,‘You should let us know, if  
you’re going, what mortician you would like your body 
shipped to,’” she said.

Savage-Jennings and Meyner became part of  
the “Wednesday’s Women,” who traveled in inter-
racial teams to advance the cause of  desegregation 
in Mississippi schools. She also dealt with the state’s 
refusal to use welfare stamps from the government 
because “they didn’t want to give them to blacks,” 
according to Savage-Jennings. 

Savage-Jennings, who has been a White House 
guest of  five different presidents, and said she feels 
that King would be proud of  the strides America has 
made in civil rights, especially with having re-elected 
Barack Obama as president. 

She was presented the Congressional Medal of  
Honor in 2004 that was once given to Rosa Parks and 
was honored by the YWCA of  Trenton as an inaugu-
ral member of  the New Jersey Women’s Hall of  Fame 
in 2011. She worked for the Mercer County Youth 

Detention for 32 years as well, retiring as assistant 
superintendent.

Savage-Jennings grew up on Spring Street in 
Trenton, an integrated area where she said she had 
white friends and they would spend the nights at each 
other’s houses. The high school she attended was inte-
grated as well but it wasn’t as friendly of  an environ-
ment as her neighborhood was. 

“You couldn’t use the swimming pool until it was 
cleared of  white children,” Savage-Jennings said. “You 
couldn’t use the darkroom at all and I was interested 
in photography and you couldn’t use the typewriters 
so I never really learned to type.”

Savage-Jennings mentioned current issues taking 
place in Trenton involving Mayor Tony Mack who is 
currently under investigation for corruption. She said 
she thinks her hometown is “in a political mess at this 
point” and that the mayor should ultimately resign 
from his position. 

“It’s very interesting what’s going on in the city,” 
she said. “The mayor is under indictment and the 
council wants him to resign but he’s not. It’s hurt-
ing a great deal because when we have this type of  
thing going on, something is going wrong in the city 
and there are many issues — drugs, killings—that we 
should be dealing with instead of  fighting with the 
mayor.”

Not everything Savage-Jenning has put her efforts 
into has been accomplished.

“It would be beneficial if  we could have college 
students get involved with nonviolence and total inte-
gration” she said. “I was actually hoping that we could 
pass a bill for higher education particularly for teach-
ers, people who study to be teachers, that they would 
have to go through a class for curriculum for social 
change. After 50 years, my bill is still in committee.”

Savage-Jennings stressed that “nothing can be 
accomplished if  you’re going to be aggressive.”

“It’s how you deal with problems,” she said “I 
never felt that talking loud or shouting or just getting 
angry when you’re trying to solve a problem is the way 
to do it.” 

Compiled by Jen Maldonado.
Reporting and writing by Sam DeVeau, David 

Nugent,Vincent Abbatecola, Christina LoBrutto and Erika 
Sosa. 
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Author ‘tells the truth’ in advertising
By Nicole Cortese and Megan Witos

TRUTH:  Children are taught it,  relationships can’t 
survive without it, courts of  law depend upon it 
but many corporations and brands worldwide 
lack it.

Jonathan Salem Baskin made an appearance at 
Rider and spoke to students on Tuesday in the Science 
building about his book, Tell the Truth, and how telling 
the truth in advertising is beneficial in the professional 
world.

Advertising Professor Dr. Michelle Amazeen 
and the Marketing Advertising Student Association 
(MASA) collaborated on bringing Baskin to Rider. 

“Jonathan is a contact of  mine who I thought had 
a message that would resonate with Rider students,” 
Amazeen said.

Baskin engaged the crowded lecture room, speak-
ing about marketing and advertising issues.

He addressed the crowd, proposing two questions.
“First, how many of  you think that brands should 

be honest and truthful in their markets?” Baskin said. 
“Second, how many people think that they actually 
are?”

For Tell the Truth, he and his co-author Sue 
Unerman intensely researched many companies and 
used a point system to rank each brand to see how 
long it took for an advertisement to get to the point. 
They found that some of  the most effective adver-
tisements came from 24 Hour Fitness, Tums, Kraft’s 
Stove Top and Green Works.

“Brands that actually engage consumers on stuff  
that they know something about and use those opin-
ions to do things that actually change the business are 
viewed as far more truthful,” Baskin said.

This message resonated with many students, even 

those outside the School of  Business Administration. 
“I actually enjoyed it, not being a business major, it 

was really interesting,” Ashley Levins, junior psychol-
ogy major said.“The thought process behind telling 
the truth and how it sells was really interesting to me.”

Baskin is an accomplished professional who has 
a degree in English literature from Colby College, is 
an author of  four books, has worked firsthand with 
world-class brands such as Apple and Blockbuster, 
writes a biweekly column on leadership for Advertising 
Age, occasionally contributes to Forbes and writes daily 
tidbits of  social history at Histories of  Social Media, as 
well as many other achievements.

Students found him informative and enthusiastic.
“I thought he was a great presenter. He was 

energetic and very passionate,” senior marketing and 
advertising major Bryan Griffith said.

Rachel Guida, MASA president, expressed her 
gratitude toward having Baskin lecture at Rider as a 
favor.

“I guess he felt passionate toward helping MASA 
in the process of  engaging our peer-to-peer learning 
experience, and I truly believe that he felt that it was 
important to share his experiences and also tell us 
about telling the truth in the way we do advertising,” 
Guida said. “And for free, because clubs like MASA 
could never afford a speaker like him, but as we the 
executive board can agree, we as a club needed him to 
speak. So we are really happy that he did and we feel 
that our peers were too.”

Baskin’s last piece of  advice for students is to ask 
for truth from brands and companies by any means 
possible.

“Just start tweeting about truth,” Baskin said. 
“When advertisers and marketers don’t give you 

enough truth, ask for more. It’s not about finding 
falsehood or lying— it’s simply asking for truth.”

Baskin also explained what he hoped to accomplish 
after coming to Rider.

“I’m trying to change the way marketing and 
branding gets done in the world,” he said. “If  these 
ideas, which I know are right, can percolate and reap-
pear in people’s careers, that to me will be my greatest 
reward. I want to make a difference that way.”

For more information, visit tellthetruthbook.com 
and ridermasa.com. 
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D 
Excellence Defined. 

www.daarstoc.org 
 

DAARSTOC 
Rider’s elite executive skill-building organization 
 

Members learn: 
• Interviewing 
• Problem Solving 
• Conflict Resolution 
• Interpersonal Communication 
• Stand-up Speaking 
• Stress Management 
• Feedback Skills 
 
Who can apply: 
Any student (from any major 
and any college at Rider) who 
has completed one full semester, 
and has at least two semesters 
left before graduation.   
 

 

 
 
 
How to Apply: 
You can obtain an application 
from daarstoc.org or a current 
member. Submit completed 
applications to Sweigart Hall 
240 or to a current member.  
 
Please note these new dates: 
Applications are due by 
Tuesday, November 20th at 
5pm. 
Interviews will be held on 
Sunday, December 2nd at 1pm.  

 
 

For more information, contact leoner@rider.edu 
or visit www.daarstoc.org 

 

Jonathan Salem Baskin discusses the importance and benefits 
of telling the truth in advertising and marketing on Tuesday. 
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THE tale of  the Egyptian goose and the mallard 
he made his mate is a love story for the ages. 
One crotchety and cantankerous creature that 
was seemingly doomed to a lonely existence at 

Centennial Lake through circumstance and disposition 
has now settled into a family. But how did this strange 
bird get to campus?

The species is a member of  the duck, goose and 
swan family and is native to sub-Saharan Africa and 
the Nile Valley. These creatures were once considered 
sacred by the ancient Egyptians and have traveled 
many miles to arrive on the campus green.

“They have been here for a few years now,” 
Manager of  Grounds Lawrence Toth said. “There 
used to be two geese, a male and a female, but now 
only the male is here, I believe.”

How this species made its way to New Jersey is still 
something of  a mystery to the birding community. 
According to pressofatlanticcity.com, in September of  
1996, a bird watcher documented the arrival of  more 
than 50 Egyptian geese at Six Flags Great Adventure 
amusement park in Jackson, N.J. The geese have bred 
since then along the Raritan River in central New 
Jersey.

Associate Dean of  the College of  Liberal Arts and 
Sciences and Associate Biology Professor Dr. Laura 
Hyatt noticed the trend.

“The Egyptian goose is not native to North 
America, but is becoming increasingly prevalent,” 
Hyatt said. “I live around the Rider area so I have 
seen the geese before. The first place I ever saw them 
was by Colonial Lakes on the other side of  Route 1.”

According to Hyatt, the interconnected waterways 
in Lawrence might have played a part.

“Everything connects — it’s all just one big water-
way,” Hyatt said.

The Egyptian goose, affectionately referred to as 
the “duck goose” by some students, is a long-term, 
highly visible resident at Rider. With a 2-foot body 
length and a wingspan of  nearly 5 feet, he is hard 

to miss. He is known around campus for his size, 
demeanor and the characteristic red spot circling his 
yellow left eye.

Last spring, for the first known time, the Egyptian 
goose became a father. According to The New York 
Times article “Mating for Life? It’s Not for the Birds of  
the Bees,” most mallard ducks — Centennial Lake’s 
most common inhabitants — do not mate for life and 
typically move on when the hen’s eggs hatch. Recent 
studies have shown that most species of  birds are 
prone to philandering. This is not the case with the 
Egyptian goose, however.

Contrary to most species of  duck, Egyptian geese 
tend to pair for life, taking turns incubating the eggs 
and caring for their offspring indefinitely. Rider’s 

Egyptian goose’s chosen mate is one of  Centennial 
Lake’s mallards, and the couple, as well as some of  
their offspring, can be seen around campus. Despite 
the fact that their eight hybrid ducklings and goslings 
hatched mid-spring, the family is still together. 

The family can be seen standing together near 
Bearcat Bridge on Centennial Lake’s waterfall, in the 
reeds or in the grass near Fine Arts and the Greek 
houses. 

Contact these writers at grinerek@theridernews.com and 
pendagastm@theridernews.com

Walk like an Egyptian...goose

WITH Thanksgiving less 
than a week away, 
students and faculty 
alike are distracted 

by the prospect of  a break from 
classes, time with family and 
the staple of  the holiday: tur-
key. The staff  of  the Center for 
International Education (CIE), 
however, has more than just the 
food on its mind.

CIE recently added a new 
study abroad program in 
Istanbul, Turkey. According to 
the National Geographic website, 
Istanbul is third in terms of  
city population in Europe, 
behind Moscow and Paris. It is 
also centrally located, allowing 
travelers to go to Greece via a 
two-hour ferry ride and desti-
nations like Italy and France 
by short plane rides. 

The new program, run by 
study abroad provider CAPA 
International Education, 
is centered in the heart of  
Istanbul in a private col-
lege called Bilgi University. 
Kim Cameron, the assistant 
director of  CIE, believes that 
the location is a big draw for 
students.

“Istanbul is very unique 
in the fact that on one side, 
you’re in Europe, and then you 
cross the river and you’re in 
Asia,” she said. “Half  the city 
is Muslim and half  is Christian 

and it’s very different from 
places like London. You’re also 
very close to things, so it’s easy 
to travel.”

Cameron visited the school 
through a workshop offered by 
CAPA International Education 
and spent three days tour-
ing the campus, residence 
halls, classes and the city as a 
whole. She said there is a large 
range of  classes offered, but 
the school focuses on political 
science and sociology. It also 
boasts a large international 
student population.

“I sat in on a social media 
class when I was there, and 
they said that there were 16 
different countries represented 
in that class alone,” Cameron 
said. “It’s one of  the more 
prestigious universities and 
it’s pretty new. There’s even a 
Starbucks on campus.” 

Students are housed in 
apartment-style buildings with 
two people per room and bath-
room, a communal kitchen 
on each floor and various 
amenities, like a study center, 
computer lab and cafeteria. 
There is also a free shuttle that 
takes students to the university, 
located 15 minutes away, and 
around Istanbul. 

There will be a presenta-
tion about the program at the 
beginning of  next semester, 
and Cameron encourages 

students to consider Turkey as 
a viable study abroad option.

“It’s just such a differ-
ent experience,” she said. 
“How great would it look on 
your résumé to have Turkish 
Beginning Language there? 
You’re going to stand out. It’s 
outside of  students’ comfort 
zones and it would be a chal-
lenge for them, but everyone 
can use a challenge in their 
life. It takes a different person 
to go there.”

ChangSung Bae, a gradu-
ate assistant at CIE originally 
from South Korea, added that 
studying abroad should be an 
option for everyone.

“It broadens your horizons 
and it helps you embrace a 
different culture,” he said. “I 

have this quote I really like 
that says that ‘on the day you 
die, the things you remember 
are the places you went.’”

Contact this writer at 
eiermanne@theridernews.com

Arts&Entertainment

By Kristy Grinere and Megan Pendagast

By Emily Eiermann

There’s more than one kind of Turkey on the table

Anyone interested in finding out more about the 
Turkey program should contact Kim Cameron at 
kcameron@rider.edu and keep an eye out for an 
information session to be held early next semester.
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The Egyptian goose, his mallard bride and their hybrid gosling/ducklings go for a stroll on the grassy knoll behind Fine Arts.

These sights can be seen with Rider’s new study abroad program in Turkey. The top left photo is of Bilgi University, the 
bottom left is of Turkish clothing and to the right is of Galata Tower, a famous landmark located in the heart of Istanbul.
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The Crucible challenges 
and captivates audiences 
THE Crucible is a powerful reminder of  how fragile 

human rights can be in the face of  ignorance. 
The Rider cast and crew brought Arthur Miller’s 
play to life in a chilling performance last week 

that is especially timely in a period of  political polar-
ization when “you’re either for us or against us” has 
become a litmus test for patriotism.

Under the able direction of  Trent Blanton, assis-
tant professor of  performing arts, Rider’s production 
pulls the audience into the claustrophobic world in 
which the characters struggle to hold onto any type of  
moral compass.

The Crucible is based on the Salem Witch Trials of  
the 1690s. Abigail Williams (junior Melissa Saint-
Amand) is the ringleader of  a group of  young girls 
who whip their town into a frenzy when they claim to 
be under attack by the devil inhabiting various towns-
people. The girls are, of  course, simply playacting and 
feeding on the attention and power it brings them.

They are also boosted by the religious ignorance 
of  the times and egged on by several greedy citizens 
looking to cash in on real estate forfeited by claims of  
witchcraft against the landowners.

However, fear takes over and things get out of  con-
trol, as few people are willing to speak out. In fact, the 
situation feeds off  of  itself  because the only way for 
those accused of  witchcraft to avoid death is to blame 
others and claim that those people are also guilty of  
the crime. The spiral effect engulfs the community in 
a reign of  terror in which the possession of  a doll, the 
presence of  a frog or even the timing of  a sneeze takes 
on disproportionate significance as an indicator of  the 
crime.

The cast delivers the somewhat-stilted language 
of  the time period very naturally so that the audience 
cannot easily dismiss the play as simply bygone history. 
The play is a bit wordy, but the performance moves 
along at a crisp pace to keep the audience focused on 
the developing conflicts.

Miller wrote The Crucible in reaction to the 
McCarthy hearings of  the early 1950s. According to 
The Cambridge Companion to Arthur Miller by Christopher 
Bigsby, the play is not simply about either Salem 
or even McCarthyism. The overriding theme is the 
danger of  “handing over of  conscience to another.” 
The success of  the Rider production is in capturing 
this essence of  Miller’s play, while managing to add 
personal touches and make slight changes to keep the 
audience intrigued.

Although Miller’s original play included several 
lengthy narrations describing individual charac-
ters, the Rider production wisely drops these to 
avoid giving the performance the feel of  a historical 
documentary.

The action of  the play revolves chiefly around John 

Proctor (junior Dan Argese) and the choice he must 
make between fighting back against the witchcraft 
proceedings or giving into them. It does not help that 
he has had an affair with the underaged Abigail, who 
now seems intent on getting rid of  Proctor’s wife, 
Elizabeth (sophomore Kelsey Carroll), by accusing her 
of  witchcraft.

Argese leads the superb cast by giving a balanced 
performance that captures both the weak side of  
Proctor as well as his inner strength. Carroll avoids 
the mistake of  playing Elizabeth as too mousy, 
instead rising to meet Proctor as they face their moral 
choices together. Saint-Amand tackles the difficult 
role of  Abigail in a sultry and conniving way that 
exudes evil but still makes Proctor’s attraction to her 
understandable. 

As the local preacher Rev. Parris, sophomore 
Matthew Fairlee brings out the weasel in his character 
but always remains a dangerous rather than laugh-
able figure. Freshman Kyle Geraghty convincingly 
shifts in his portrayal of  Rev. John Hale from naïve 
witch hunter at the start of  the play to skeptic by the 
end. Sophomore Ethan Daniel Levy injects a level 
of  creepiness in his role of  the principle inquisitor 
Deputy Governor Danforth as he struts about with a 
veneer of  rationality during the witchcraft proceed-
ings and then scrambles to make a deal with Proctor 
to avoid having to admit any mistake as the trials 
unravel.

Other notable performances in the cast include 
junior Destyne Pitts as the slave Tituba, who is par-
tially responsible for getting the bandwagon rolling 
by pointing fingers elsewhere when she is accused 
of  witchery. Senior Alexandra Boyle portrays Mary 
Warren and vacillates between lies and truth as one 
of  the accusing girls. Sophomore John Beirne as Giles 
Corey refuses even up to the minute of  his death to 
give the proceedings any credence.

The set design and lighting in this production are 
outstanding examples of  how creative stage visuals 
can make a production succeed. The timelessness of  
Miller’s message is matched by the simplicity of  the 
set, which consists of  large beams that hover over the 
action rather than literal cabins or town halls. The 
beams create a heavy, prison-like atmosphere, with 
cross beams occasionally lit to show the image of  a 
crucifix. 

The staging confirms that the story is not about any 
one place, but about all places where government and 
religion lose their benevolent functions and instead 
become monoliths of  fear. Westminster College of  the 
Arts produced an exemplary interpretation of  Miller’s 
classic and the lessons still resonate to this day.
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By Eva Truncellito

Play review

“I’d have to go with my 
granny’s mashed pota-
toes and pumpkin pie.”

-Liz Shapiro, junior 
elementary education 
and psychology major

What traditional Thanksgiving fare is your favorite?

“My mom makes the 
best mashed potatoes 
and turkey.”

-Anthony Sagliocca, 
senior business educa-

tion major

“My mom’s sweet 
potato pie with a side 
of  eggnog. My mouth 
is watering just thinking 
about it.”

-Arsenio Paul, junior 
computer information 

systems major

“I love stuffing. 
Definitely my favorite 
on Thanksgiving or any 
time of  the year.”

-Nichole Hitchner, 
junior elementary 

education major
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After allegations are made involving his wife and witchraft, John Proctor (Dan Argese) threatens to shoot the two men who have come to take her away.

Shrieking accusations of witchcraft come from Betty Parris (Diana Cooper), Tituba (Destinye Pitts) and Abigail Williams (Melissa Saint-Amand).

Standing from left to right: Rebecca Nurse (Marissa Girgus), John Hale (Kyle Geraghty), Rev. Samuel Parris (Matt Fairlee) and Ann Putnam (Gabrielle 
Wilson) try to get to the bottom of the mysterious illness of Betty Parris (Diana Cooper), laying down.
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MUSICAL fans everywhere listen to Cole Porter 
and make like the birds, bees — and even the 
educated fleas — by falling in love with Cole, 
the newest production by Westminster College 

of  the Arts.
Originally produced by Benny Green and Alan 

Strachan, Cole is a musical revue of  the complex life 
of  composer and lyricist Porter and includes some of  
Porter’s most famous songs, such as “Night and Day” 
and “I Love Paris.”

A revue differs from the typical musical and theater 
production structure because it is a compilation of  
brief  skits and songs without a central plot. Instead 
the show focuses on the major highlights of  Porter’s 
life, allowing audiences to follow him to Yale, Paris, 
Broadway and Hollywood, without leaving the com-
fort of  their chairs.

Rider’s rendition is directed by Louis F. Goldberg, 
adjunct professor of  musical theater, and choreo-
graphed by Chip Klose. Senior musical theater major 
Wendy Feaver is the musical director.

Performances are tonight at 7:30 p.m., Saturday 
at 2 p.m. and 7:30 p.m. and Sunday at 2 p.m in the 
Yvonne Theater. Tickets are $20 for adults and $10 
for students and senior citizens.

contact this writer at veenstran@theridernews.com
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By Nicole Veenstra

Anything goes in Cole revue

By Sarah Bergen

Gasland taps into a reservoir 
of environmental issues
THE 2010 documentary Gasland by Josh Fox asks the 

disturbing question, “Can you light your water 
on fire?” and doesn’t stop challenging audiences 
until the credits roll. Rider students convened 

in Sweigart Auditorium on Tuesday and Wednesday 
nights at 7:30 p.m. to watch the Oscar-nominated film 
that exposes the damage that hydraulic fracturing, also 
known as “fracking,” is inflicting on America and its 
citizens. 

Hydraulic fracturing is the process of  pump-
ing millions of  gallons of  water, sand and a mixture 
of  chemicals into a well in order to break apart the 
ground to extract natural gas. Fracking a single well 
requires 1 million to 8 million gallons of  water and 80 
to 300 tons of  a mixture of  596 chemicals, according 
to Gasland.

After drilling the well and fracturing the ground, 
the natural gas surfaces in “produced water” along 
with a toxic mixture of  waste water containing volatile 
organic compounds such as sulfur dioxide. Waste 
water is heated in order to evaporate these chemicals, 
resulting in toxic ozone clouds and acid rain.

The expansion of  fracking began when the Bush 
administration passed the Energy Policy Act of  2005 
that exempts oil and gas companies from reveal-
ing the chemicals used in the process. Furthermore, 
the bill excuses the process from the regulations laid 
out in the Safe Drinking Water Act and prevents the 
Environmental Protection Agency from intervening.

According to the film, our country is sitting on 
a “Saudi Arabia of  natural gas.” While the use of  
this reservoir has allowed natural gas prices to drop 
to historical lows, the horrid consequences on the 
environment and health of  Americans is producing an 
ominous dark cloud above the entire country.

Fox began his cross-country voyage to investigate 
hydraulic fracturing when he was asked to lease his 
land in Pennsylvania for drilling.

He captured countless horrifying instances of  the 
effects caused by hydraulic fracturing including tap 
water being set on fire, water turning black or brown 
because of  pollutants and even wells combusting into 
flames. He also collected many complaints about 
health issues caused by the pollutants including intense 
headaches and body aches, loss of  sense of  smell and 
taste and even irreversible brain damage.

When these victims seek help and assistance, they 
are told that “there is no proof ” and they should “get 
an attorney.” One victim said that trying to reason 
with the Pennsylvania Department of  Environmental 

Protection was “like talking to a tree.” 
Fox argues that when it comes to drilling for natural 

gas, democracy does not seem to matter.
Not only are American citizens being plagued by 

horrid health effects, but the animals that end up on 
our dinner plates are contaminated as well. Fox visited 
Wyoming rancher John Fenton, who has 24 gas wells 
on his farm which caused his cows to breathe polluted 
air and drink toxic water. While fracking may not be 
directly affecting New Jersey yet, the consumption of  
toxic beef  and milk is not unlikely.

The documentary says that fracking sites can be 
found in 28 states, two of  which are close neigh-
bors of  Rider: New York and Pennsylvania. Sites 
in Pennsylvania already lie dangerously close to the 
Delaware Water Basin, which provides water to 15.6 
million people in New Jersey, Pennsylvania, Delaware 
and New York. Oil and gas companies continue to 
seek permission to drill along the Delaware River, but 
a growing crowd is working to fight their efforts.

Jillian Spratt, junior environmental science major 
and an Eco-Rep at Rider, helped coordinate the show-
ing of  the documentary. She spoke about her personal 
experience at a fracking rally in Trenton last fall to 
protest drilling along the Delaware River. Fox was also 
a part of  the effort.

“It is extremely scary to think that if  drilling does 
occur in the Delaware River Basin, this problem 
will become an even more local one,” Spratt said. 
“This is where Mercer County and students of  Rider 
University get their drinking water. Fracking is some-
thing everyone needs to be aware of, especially around 
here.”

Gasland shows what fracking is and its environmental impact.
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What traditional Thanksgiving fare is your favorite?
“Mashed potatoes with 
gravy — no lumps.”

-Karen Canino, junior 
accounting major

“My aunt always makes 
this cream of  asparagus 
soup that I love.”

-Stephanie Frieri, junior 
psychology major

After allegations are made involving his wife and witchraft, John Proctor (Dan Argese) threatens to shoot the two men who have come to take her away.

Shrieking accusations of witchcraft come from Betty Parris (Diana Cooper), Tituba (Destinye Pitts) and Abigail Williams (Melissa Saint-Amand).

Standing from left to right: Rebecca Nurse (Marissa Girgus), John Hale (Kyle Geraghty), Rev. Samuel Parris (Matt Fairlee) and Ann Putnam (Gabrielle 
Wilson) try to get to the bottom of the mysterious illness of Betty Parris (Diana Cooper), laying down.

Colleen Roberts and Colby Dezelick dance with each other’s 
emotions during a passionate scene in Cole.
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Editorial

SGA tries to pin down 
Rider’s lack of pride
OFTEN when we think of  school spirit, we picture bleachers filled with 

obnoxious sports-loving students chanting and, of  course, the few with 
their school’s name painted on their chests and faces. While school com-
radery is certainly beaming through those individuals, it isn’t the only 

way to portray pride for your school. 
At Rider, as opposed to some other universities, there is a general short-

age of  school spirit among students and this year, the Student Government 
Association (SGA) stepped up to fix that through its creation of  a new school 
spirit campaign called “R House.” 

The slogan comes from the chant, “Our House,” that is often heard at bas-
ketball games, and was used on the first of  four pins in the spirit button series 
— the epicenter of  SGA’s campaign. 

The purpose of  making the pins was to raise awareness about the giant ele-
phant in the room — the huge lack of  Rider pride. By having these buttons, 
students can feel pride in what they do and what they are involved in around 
campus. Though only small tokens of  representation, they are a simple way to 
conjure up admiration for Rider and something that students quickly became 
interested in collecting. Just like that, school spirit has already begun to grow 
and spread around campus. 

It was quite an innovative initiative on SGA’s part and it’s an easy way for 
students to feel more like a part of  Rider. After all, there have to be some 
good reasons for students to show excitement about the school they each 
chose to attend; we just needed a reminder of  them.

The first set of  buttons was handed out to students on Nov. 7 in Daly’s 
during lunchtime and the second set, which displayed what college you are a 
part of, was given out on Monday. The next pin in the series will contain num-
bers, which will be given out according to what kind of  student you are. For 
example, if  you are an athlete, you will receive one with the number 20 on it, 
representing the 20 division one sports on campus. The final pin will be given 
out on Nov. 26 after Thanksgiving break and will read “Welcome back to Our 
House.” 

For the first time in a while, Rider is seeing its school government take 
charge and actually make an effort in changing students’ attitudes and build-
ing up their enthusiasm. 

For further school spirit encouragement, if  you collect all four buttons and 
attend the Holiday Lighting Ceremony on Nov. 30, you will be eligible to win 
an iPad from SGA.

Hopefully SGA will continue to crank out new ideas to keep the student 
body’s pride for Rider fresh through its “R House” campaign. For many of  us, 
graduation day will arrive before we know it and as students, we should learn 
to appreciate our school before we leave it. 

The weekly editorial expresses the
majority opinion of  The Rider News. 

This week’s editorial was written 
by Opinion Editor Kristy Grinere.

Opinion

facebook.com/theridernews
@theridernews
@theridernews

➠ SEE BLACK FRIDAY 
PAGE 9

EVERY year I indulge myself  on Black 
Friday and what all of  the lines 
and in-store fighting have to offer. 
In fact, I’d go as far as to say that 

it’s my favorite holiday. Sure, some may 
(wrongly) declare Christmas as superior 
or Thanksgiving as a more joyous occa-
sion, but I say a pox on your Santa Claus 
and store-bought pumpkin pie.

Let me ask you: Can a poorly erected 
Christmas tree replicate the happi-
ness of  heavily discounted big-screen 
televisions? Is your mom’s cooking as 
deliriously enjoyable as walking out of  

a store with bags of  clothes that you’re 
only going to wear once? Of  course not. 
Only a fool would think so — a fool too 
busy being green with envy as I raid the 
electronics section of  the local Best Buy.

One could accuse me of  being face-
tious — I implore you, I am not. I truly 
do enjoy Black Friday in the same man-
ner that little children’s hearts warm up 
when they see Rudolph or the Easter 
Bunny. There’s just something, so dare 
I say, American about it all — walking 
into the mall, armed with money that 
I do not have and spending cash on 

Senior Sound-off

Manic shoppers make 
mad dash to sales

Want to advertise with 
The Rider News?
Our ad rates are now 
cheaper for everyone.
Let the students of  
Rider University  
know about events,  
meetings and more!

For more information, visit  
theridernews.com/place-an-ad
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Opinion

HAVE you ever heard people say “save the planet”? Should our main focus be to 
decrease carbon dioxide emissions, eliminate deforestation or stop the increas-
ingly fast pace of  global warming just for the earth’s benefit? No, it should be 
to save human existence. 

Global warming, otherwise known as climate change, is a natural process, yet 
humans have helped to speed it up. As the late comedian George Carlin once said, 
“The planet is fine. Compared with the people, the planet is doin’ great. It’s been 
here over four billion years. The planet isn’t goin’ anywhere, folks — we are.” So 
what does being “green” benefit? The answer is the human race.

In order for humans to survive, we need to focus on these environmental issues 
that affect our existence. Natural resources such as clean air and water are good 
examples. Take the word sustainability for instance. According to greenexhibits.org 
it means, “meeting the needs of  the present without compromising the ability of  
future generations to meet their needs.” If  we continue to pollute our air and water, 
how will we survive? How will our children and our grandchildren live? 

According to the National Geographic website, the average U.S. citizen produces 20 
tons of  carbon dioxide per year. An increase in carbon dioxide causes temperatures 
to rise at a fast pace, which results in extreme climate change and disasters. 

The presidential debates between President Barack Obama and Gov. Mitt 
Romney made history, but not once did either candidate mention climate change. 
Not long after the final debate, Hurricane Sandy and a Nor’easter devastated the 
East Coast of  the United States. These extreme weather events should make it even 
more apparent that the silence of  climate change has to be broken.

It seems there will be no hope for the human race if  we continue to ignore this 
environmental problem. The slogan “save the planet” needs to be changed to “save 
the humans.” Now that the stage has been set with Obama continuing as our presi-
dent for the next four years, it’s time to work together and focus on a bigger issue at 
hand that affects everyone.

-Katelyn White 
Lawrenceville Eco-Rep

Green Corner

Sustaining our planet 
while saving its people

Black Friday
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 Thanksgiving Traditons

Students carve up unique holiday customs 
DO you love Thanksgiving but hate the cooking asso-

ciated with the most delicious home-cooked foods 
you’ve waited all year to gorge on? There’s no 
question that slow roasting is hands-down the best 

way to cook a holiday bird, but it might also force you to 
get cookin’ the night before. A great alternative to a roast 
without sacrificing any of  the mouth-watering flavors is 
to deep fry the thing. My family succumbed to the fad 
about four years ago and every subsequent Thanksgiving 

we build upon the successes of  the last. It would be no overstatement of  our love 
for fried turkey to say that we have accepted the trend as something more indelible: 
tradition. 

Of  course, there are many dangers to this endeavor. Many a naïve turkey con-
noisseur has found out the hard way that grease fires are dangerous and in some 
extreme cases, may even result in the loss of  a home. It’s understandable that 
many will be turned off  from utilizing this succulent method because of  incidents 
reported in the past. One preventative measure is just to be smart and do your 
research before undertaking such a large responsibility as that of  head chef  on 
the holiest of  holidays for food.

Turkey kits are relatively cheap, about $50, so there is no excuse not to get 
started right away. Fire her up to make sure the flame is a nice and consistent 350 
degrees. Fill the vat about halfway with warm water prior to cooking and plunge 
the turkey in. Add more water if  the bird is not completely submerged and then 
remove the turkey. Mark the level of  the liquid as a benchmark to fill the vat with 
the oil later. Don’t be frugal when buying oil either; it’ll take about four gallons 
of  oil to submerge a 12-pound bird. Cooking time is approximately three minutes 
per pound in addition to a standard five-minute base time. 

It is important to make note of  a few facts in order to maximize your frying 
experience and not wind up in the emergency room on Thanksgiving. If  you are 
using a frozen turkey, thaw it completely before lowering it into the simmering oil. 
This is one of  the most common causes of  grease fires during the process. 

My brother and I have also devised a unique device to help lower the turkey 
into the vat during this phase. You can construct a similar gadget at home — 
they’re often referred to as 2x4s. With a family member stabilizing each end and 
a turkey hanging in the balance, this will create distance between yourself  and the 
sputtering fryer as you lower the turkey into the viscous boiling vat of  oil. Within 
an hour of  prepping the fryer, your bird is cooked and ready to be reduced to a 
carcass in little time. 

If  all goes relatively well, you will be able to enjoy your savory turkey with your 
family, experiencing minimal grease burns and with an unused fire extinguisher at 
your side.

-Benjamin Smith
Senior journalism major

EVERY year on the fourth Thursday of  November, 
family and friends recognize Thanksgiving through 
celebrating traditions. This year will be no different, 
as people give thanks and anticipate the same cel-

ebrations they have always prepared for on this holiday.  
One of  the most common pastimes is family and 

friends gathering around a table filled with food, such 
as turkey, potatoes, stuffing, beets and cranberry sauce.  
My whole life, I have followed the same tradition until 

this year. For the first time I won’t be spending the night with extended family or 
friends and lots of  food in a formal setting. My mother, father, sister and I will be 
attending the Jets vs. Patriots game at MetLife Stadium.

Although I will be in a very different environment, there are still many ways 
my Thanksgiving will be similar to the ones I have celebrated in the past. The 
game starts at 8:20 p.m., so my family and I will arrive at 4 p.m. along with many 
other fans to tailgate before the football game. Along with my immediate family, 
my uncle and cousin will also be attending the tailgate.

 We tailgate with the same people for every Jets game, so I will be with many 
familiar faces. This year, I will be with about 50 friends compared to 10 that I 
would see on a typical Thanksgiving.  

Normal Thanksgiving food I have eaten in the past will still be similar to what 
I will eat this year at the game. Most of  the families that go, including mine, will 
be cooking turkeys. My mom will also bring other traditional foods, such as brus-
sels sprouts, stuffing, cranberry sauce and pies.  

Instead of  being able to relax on the couch in the warmth after eating a deli-
cious meal, I will have to focus on keeping my energy up for a three-hour football 
game in 30 degree weather.  

I know that when Thanksgiving arrives, I will be upset about not being with 
more of  my family or being in my house. Yet, no matter where I am on this holi-
day, the most important thing is to recognize what I am especially thankful for in 
my life. Although it will be a big change from my normal Thanksgiving tradition, 
I am still very excited and looking forward to the change. I have been watching 
football on this holiday my whole life. The most exciting part about this year is 
that I will be watching it from the stands.

-Shannon Larcara
Sophomore journalism major

things I cannot afford. Isn’t that what the holidays are all about? It’s like the spirit 
of  capitalism and materialism all brought together for one day of  celebration. And 
by celebration, I mean amassing a credit card debt so large that even the South 
Koreans would be quaking with jealousy.

So what do I get out of  engaging in the Black Friday festivities year after year? 
The experience. You have not lived until you have waited in line for five straight 
hours in 20 degree weather, severely underdressed and freezing, all for a Harry Potter 
Blu-ray that’s only $13.99. 

Yet when the shopping starts, that’s when the real magic begins. Wading through 
the filled spaces of  Walmart or JC Penney, petty things such as human compassion 
and empathy go right out the window while hungry shoppers duke it out and prey 
upon the weak as they hunt for sales. It’s a jungle out there and it’s glorious. 

Some may sneer at such activities and point out how online stores such as 
Amazon make it easier to shop without the supposed unpleasantries — that’s the 
coward’s way out. Purchasing something is not worth it if  you can’t pry it away 
from the cold, clammy hands of  some granny looking for something to buy poor 
little Johnny for Christmas. There is no time to dwell on such sentimentality; Black 
Friday is war. When one deals in war, one plays to survive. Perhaps that should be 
the motto for such a spectacular holiday.

If  I come off  a bit too enthusiastic, it is only because I wish to declare my love 
for Black Friday. It is, after all, one of  the few times when we’re allowed to go a little 
spend-crazy. Consequences be damned, I say — or at least dealt with after a week 
of  bingeing on regret. 

-Christopher Exantus
Senior English major

As we express our gratitude, we must never forget that the 
highest appreciation is not to utter words, but to live by 
them.”

-John Fitzgerald Kennedy
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By Steve Sica

AFTER two big wins this past weekend, the 
ice hockey team (8-4-1) looks to continue 
its winning ways against in-state rivals 
Monmouth and Rowan (11-1) this weekend. 

The Broncs had a successful weekend, beating 
Bryn Athyn (1-5) and St. Joseph’s (3-10-1). Head 
Coach Sean Levin feels passionate about how this 
past span of  games went for his team. 

“It was great to get scoring from different play-
ers, both on offense and defense,” Levin said. “If  
we expect to beat the good teams, then we need 
production from everyone.”

The Broncs will play two games on the 
road this weekend, tonight at 8:30 p.m. against 
Monmouth and Saturday at Rowan beginning at 
8:15 p.m. Levin expects Rider to be able to com-
pete with these two tough teams. 

“We’re expecting Monmouth to play a similar 
game like St. Joseph’s last weekend,” Levin said. 
“They will be a hardworking, physical team 
that looks to capitalize off  of  turnovers and/or 
mistakes.”

Levin has some concerns going into the 
Monmouth game, but he feels that after seeing 
what his team has accomplished so far this year, it 
should be able to overcome whatever the Hawks 
throw at it.

“I’m confident that by playing ‘Rider hockey’ 
and staying out of  the penalty box, we’ll be in a 
position to win,” he said. 

Saturday’s game against Rowan is one of  the 
biggest challenges the Broncs have this season. 
The Owls are ranked second in the MACHA.

Sophomore forward Chris Daley acknowledges 
that his team will need to make some changes to 
beat them. 

“We will mostly adjust the game plan against 
Rowan,” Daley said. “They are a very fast team, 
and hopefully we can adjust our game correctly to 
play them.” 

While being on the road gives the Broncs a 
challenge, Rowan’s success at home provides an 
even bigger challenge. 

“Rowan is a strong team that has been playing 
great hockey thus far,” Levin said. “We’re expect-
ing a talented team that has the ability to score 
at will. We understand the challenge ahead of  us 
and embrace the opportunity.” 

The Broncs have had to overcome a lot lately, 
including a slew of  injuries in the past few weeks. 
Levin and his players understand that they all 
need to step up their game a little bit more now. 

“Obviously with the hurt players, we have big 
shoes to fill,” Daley said. “But we should not have 
a problem with guys filling in and doing their 
jobs.”

Assistant Coach Joe Roche recognizes that 
playing with injuries and losing a core group of  
players is hard for his team to get through, but he 
knows they are not going to quit on this season. 

“There’s no denying that we’ve faced a fair 
amount of  adversity this season when it comes 
to injuries,” Roche said. “It’s unfortunate, but 
hockey is a competitive, physically demanding 
sport and injuries are a part of  the game. I believe 
that the real measure of  a team is how it responds 
to adversity.”

By Cristiana Votta 

THE women’s basketball team (1-1) looks to get back 
on track in its next two non-conference games 
this weekend. The first game will be a home-
court advantage against Mount St. Mary’s (0-1) 

tonight at 7 p.m., followed by a game against in-state 
rival Princeton (1-0) on Tuesday. 

Since their close loss in Alumni Gym against New 
Jersey Institute of  Technology (NJIT) on Monday, 
the Broncs have been focusing on certain aspects of  
their game in order to ensure victory in their next two 
matches.  

“We definitely need to come out stronger in the 
first half,” freshman forward Janine Loutzenhiser said.  
“I think knowing that we can’t take teams for granted 
is a huge part of  it. We’ve realized it doesn’t matter 
where we are playing. We just need to come out strong 
and make sure the opponent doesn’t have a chance to 
come back or get a huge lead on us. I truly think that 
coming out strong and continuing to set the tone and 
pace is really important for us.”

Senior center Caitlin Bopp feels that if  the Broncs 
play a complete game, they will be able to walk away 
with a victory on their home court.

 “The number one thing we have to do is play an 
entire 40 minutes,” Bopp said. “In the past two games, 
our first half  has been slow and lagging and we 

haven’t picked it up until the second half. Of  course 
that’s great, but we have to push for an entire game. 
We have to play the way we know how to the whole 
game and not just when we are down.” 

The Broncs defeated Stony Brook in their first 
game last Friday. Since then, the team has reflected on  
what they were lacking and what worked for them in 
their matchup against NJIT.  

“Setting the tempo early on and running the ball 
up and down the court was really working for us,” 
Loutzenhiser said. “We did that a lot against Stony 
Brook. We pushed the ball up and down the court and 
we took a lot of  shots. We really didn’t have a lot of  
that in our last game.”  

The Broncs live by a simple motto when preparing 
for games.

“Before practice we say, ‘Let’s go out and get better 
every single day,’” Loutzenhiser said. “I think working 
toward that goal will really help our future success. 
Each player — as individuals as well as the team — 
will make improvements throughout the season. It will 
make it easier to come out with a positive result at the 
end of  the day.”  

The Broncs look to gain redemption and prove 
themselves in their next home game against 
Mount St. Mary’s.

“I know that tonight’s game is really 

important for us,” Loutzenhiser said. “We lost at 
home in our season opener so now we have a game 
that we can redeem ourselves in front of  everyone. 
I think our biggest task is setting the tone. We really 
need to come out ready to play and make sure we win 
this home game.”  

Although the result of  the Broncs’ last home game 
against NJIT wasn’t the one they were looking for, the 
Broncs look to capitalize on playing at home. 

“Being on our court with the home crowd and 
having our family and friends there makes it so much 
easier,” Bopp said. “I think we usually play better at 
home so that’s a really big plus heading into our next 
game. It really takes the pressure off  of  us. We know 
exactly what we have to do and being home creates a 
more relaxed atmosphere.”

With only two games into the season, the Broncs 
are still hopeful for positive results.

“Just seeing the first two games, you can’t base 
an entire season on that, but I am confident,” Bopp 
said.  “We are still working out kinks and trying to 
get back into the motion of  playing. We have a very 
long season ahead of  us and we haven’t even started 
conference play yet.” 
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thought,” Taylor said. “We had 
some good performances from 
young and veteran wrestlers.”

Now, the Broncs are looking 
ahead to this weekend’s meet 
with Shippensburg and Lock 
Haven, as well as the UPenn 
Tournament. Taylor foresees 

this weekend’s meetings to be 
tough ones.

“The Keystone Tournament 
will host 15 colleges,” Taylor 
said. “Big10 schools coming in 
are Northwestern and Indiana 
along with North Carolina 
State from the ACC. We plan 

to heal a little and train hard 
in preparation for two tough 
events.”

Women’s Basketball

Mount St. Mary’s comes to the Broncs’ Zoo

Ice Hockey

Hockey heads into weekend 
against two MACHA rivals

Wrestling
CONT’D FROM P.11
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By Ryan Korp

SOMEWHERE in the bowels of  the 
oldest building on campus, Alumni 
Gym, resides the man known up 
and down the East Coast as “Super 

Stats Solomon.”
Brian David “Solly” Solomon, ’91, 

is in his 12th year as the assistant sports 
information director at Rider. First and 
foremost, however, he is the “Stat Man.”

Stat Crew, formerly known as 
Statman, is the official statistics program 
used to keep computerized stats for most 
sports. 

“Rider was one of  the first schools in 
the nation to do live stats for an event 
and I was freelancing with Statman, 
traveling around the country help-
ing with the technology for these live 
events and actually typing the statistics,” 
Solomon said.

Rider Sports Information Director 
(SID) Bud Focht has known Solomon 
since he was a student and was the one 
who hired him years ago.

“I’m pretty old-school having started 
at Rider with a manual typewriter,” 
Focht said. “Once we went comput-
erized with the stats, he was the first 
person I called. There is no one in the 
country who knows more about com-
puterized stats than Solly. In some ways 
Brian is the typical SID-type, work-
ing behind the scenes with the stats 
and numbers, but in many ways he is 
extremely unique. He is a very valuable 
asset to our department.”

Solomon is the primary contact for 
women’s basketball, field hockey, golf, 
softball, men’s and women’s tennis and 
volleyball. He is also the webmaster for 
the Athletics website gobroncs.com.

“We have one of  the best athletics 
websites around,” said Karin Torchia, 
associate director of  Athletics. “Brian is 
a big part of  that. He puts in countless 
hours and it shows.”

Solomon coordinates LiveStats Game 
Watcher coverage for volleyball, men’s 
and women’s soccer, field hockey, vol-
leyball, men’s and women’s basketball, 
baseball and softball. He also works 
with Bronc Vision, the live audio and 
video stream on the website. He oversees 

the editing and posting of  full game 
archives, game highlights and interviews.

Each year, Stat Crew comes out with 
a new program. When there are bugs in 
the system, SIDs all over the country call 
the company for help. 

And then if  Stat Crew has a problem, 
they call Solomon.

“In the past 20 years, I’ve been a 
valuable resource,” Solomon said. “If  
any school has an issue pregame, while 
you may not get tech support at Stat 
Crew, they can call my cell phone and 
I’ll help fix their issue.”

Solomon does everything he can to 
keep up with the changes in equipment. 

“I try to keep the department on the 
cutting edge of  technology,” Solomon 
said. “Not only doing things that other 
schools are doing but also using innova-
tion to come up with new ideas ahead of  
the curve.”

Solomon served as the statistics 
coordinator for the 2009 NCAA Sweet 
16 in Trenton. He was also a statistician 
at the 2008 NCAA Women’s Basketball 
Regional Championship in Connecticut 
and the 2008, 2009 and 2011 MAAC 
baseball championships. Solomon 
also served on the MAAC Technology 
Committee in 2010.

He helped coordinate the statistical 
operations for the 2006 NCAA Women’s 
Basketball First and Second Rounds 
and also supervised the statistical opera-
tions for all 18 games of  the MAAC 
Basketball Championships in 2003.

But “Solly” is more than just a stats 
man. 

An accounting major while at Rider, 
he served as Chief  Financial Officer at 
Time Graphic Arts Repair Service in 
Cinnaminson for more than 20 years 
and has been a volunteer EMT since 
1989.

As a member of  the Delran 
Emergency Squad since 1993 and now 
its president, Solomon was honored as 
the Emergency Medical Technician of  
the Year in 2007 by the New Jersey State 
Veterans of  Foreign Wars of  Burlington 
County VFW District 11 and VFW Post 
3020 in Delran, N.J.

Solomon is in his 14th year as a 

member of  the Board of  Ambulance 
Commissioners in Delran and has 
answered over 2,500 EMS calls.

“Riding as a volunteer EMT and 
being the president of  the Delran 
Emergency Squad has certainly given 
me perspective about how important it 
is to enjoy what you do on a daily basis 
while giving back to your community,” 
Solomon said. 

In what little spare time he has, 
Solomon has volunteered as the assistant 
baseball coach at Riverside High School 
since 1996, winning two Group I state 
baseball championships, three South 
Jersey Group I sectional titles and four 
Burlington County Scholastic League 
Freedom Division titles. 

Solomon has also been an assistant 
coach with the Burlington County 
Carpenter Cup team and during the 
summer helps out with the Cinnaminson 
entry in the Rancocas Valley Baseball 
League.

“Coaching allows me to take my 
knowledge and help the next generation 
learn a sport that I love,” Solomon said. 
“It gives me a mental break from the 
daily grind. Everything allows me to stay 
fresh mentally as every day is different. I 
have found that if  you truly enjoy what 
you do, all of  the activities are a little 
easier to handle.”

By Tom Albano

THE wrestling team is gearing up 
for matchups tonight against 
Shippensburg and Lock Haven 
in Pennsylvania, as well as the 

Keystone Tournament Sunday at the 
University of  Pennsylvania (UPenn).

The team comes into this week-
end after a successful weekend at 
the Binghamton Open. The Broncs 
finished with two fifth-place spots, one 
fourth-place spot and one third-place 
spot. The Broncs also had a finalist and 
the eventual champion, 165-pound 
redshirt junior Ramon Santiago, who 
won his final match 6-5 to win the 
tournament. 

“I feel Ramon had a very good 
tournament and can get much better,” 
Head Coach Gary Taylor said. “By 
winning the first tournament, he helped 
his own confidence and he brought 
positive recognition to Rider and his 
wrestling team.”

Other Broncs with strong perfor-
mances at Binghamton included 174-
pound junior James Brundage, who 

finished in second place after losing 
4-3. He feels that if  he didn’t make as 
many errors he could have been more 
successful on the mat. 

“I made a few mistakes in the finals 
and that is what cost me the match,” 
Brundage said. “I was winning until the 
last 20 seconds. I had a good first tour-
nament and mistakes like that happen. 
I have to learn from them, look forward 
to my next match and focus on accom-
plishing my goals for the season.” 

In the semifinals, Brundage man-
aged to defeat Marshall Peppelman of  
Cornell, who was ranked 20th in the 
country and defeated Brundage last 
season in the same tournament.

“It felt great to avenge a loss,” 
Brundage said. “I try not to look at the 
rankings and wrestle everyone the same 
no matter who they are or what they’re 
ranked.”

In the tournament, 184-pound soph-
omore Clint Morrison earned a third-
place finish while 157-pound senior 
Zac Cibula got a fourth-place finish. 
The Broncs also had two sophomores, 

197-pound Donald McNeil and 133-
pound Jimmy Morris, place fifth. 

“Our team wrestled very well, I 

Sports
Solomon sets the bar high in RU Athletics
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Wrestling

Broncs have top finishers in Binghamton tourney

Junior Ramon Santiago claimes a first place victory in the Binghamton Tournament last Sunday.
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Brian David Solomon, ‘91, is in his 12th year as assistant sports information director.



By Corey Donetz

THE men’s basketball team (1-1) lost 
its second consecutive 6 a.m. loss 
during ESPN’s Tip-Off  Marathon 
to Stony Brook (3-0). Despite a 

late rally, Rider lost 54-46. The Broncs 
will enjoy one more home game 
against familiar foe Monmouth (1-1) on 
Saturday at 3 p.m., followed by their first 
test on the road as the team takes on the 
Gamecocks of  the University of  South 
Carolina (2-0) on Monday.

Rider came out of  the gate fairly 
strong. Senior guard Jon Thompson 
put the first points on the board with a 
steal that led to a dunk. It was a back 
and forth battle until Rider gained a 
17-11 lead about halfway into the first 
half. However, it was almost 10 minutes 
until the Broncs scored again as Stony 
Brook went on a 17-0 run. Scoring was 
a problem all morning for Rider.

“My biggest concern was our scor-
ing in the post,” junior forward Daniel 
Stewart said. “We were unable to do so 
and we didn’t make our free throws. We 
needed to dominate the paint and get 
to the line a lot, but we didn’t.”

Stewart had five points and seven 
rebounds in the loss. Rider shot 16-52 
from the field (29.6 percent), thanks in 
part to Stewart and sophomore center 
Junior Fortunat, who shot a combined 
2-13 (15.4 percent).

“I didn’t play well at all,” Stewart 
said. “I had a lot of  opportunities to 
score and I was unable to.”

Junior guard Nurideen Lindsey 
led the way for Rider with 17 points. 
Thompson added eight points and five 
assists. Junior guard Anthony Myles 
added 14 points.

The team has asked for quality 
minutes out of  its many freshmen, 
as expected. Freshmen guard Zedric 
Sadler and forward Shawn Valentine 
have led the way for the class, each 
averaging double-digit minutes in the 
early goings.

“My first couple of  games have been 
good,” Sadler said. “The loss hurt, but 
it’s not a terrible loss. We’re just trying 
to figure it out, but when we do it’s 
going to be scary.”

Although it didn’t show up in the 
box score, the freshmen played fairly 
well in the loss, according to Stewart. 
Rider will need more from them going 
forward, as well as from the bench in 
general, which only scored two points 
against Stony Brook.

“Our freshmen are doing OK,” 
Stewart said. “They still have a lot to 
learn; you guys haven’t seen much of  
them. But as the season goes on and 
they start to understand, they should 
get more time.”

The Broncs will be back on the 
court on Saturday as Alumni Gym 
will host its third straight home game 
against the Hawks of  Monmouth. The 
defense displayed in the first two games 
has certainly improved from last year’s 
team, but there is still much to work on, 
according to Stewart.

“We have to keep getting better 
defensively,” Stewart said. “We’re doing 
a good job and by the end of  the year 

we want to be one of  the top defensive 
teams. We also need to play hard all 
the time, not just in spurts. If  we do 
that, then we will be a team that teams 
watch out for.”

Monmouth comes in with a growing 
reputation of  a team that plays hard for 
all 40 minutes. Monmouth will come to 
Rider following a loss to Notre Dame, 
which is ranked 20th in the nation. 

“Our key to beating Monmouth is 
our defense,” Stewart added. “It’ll be 
key the whole year because our defense 
drives us so that’s the focus.”

Monmouth is led by a pair of  
sophomore guards in the backcourt, 
Andrew Nicholas and Dion Nesmith, 
and senior Ed Waite in the frontcourt. 
Nicholas had a career high 28 points 
in Monmouth’s 91-62 victory against 
Hofstra in the team’s first game. 

Along with defense, the Broncs will 
need to play better on offense after 
their performance Tuesday morning.

“We are a better team when every-
body is scoring and getting a feel for 
the game, then that turns into defense,” 
Sadler said.

Rider will also play in the Hoops for 
Hope tournament game on the road 
against South Carolina. The tourna-
ment helps support the National Urea 
Cycle Disorders Foundation. 

“It will be difficult to win on the 
road; it always is,” Stewart acknowl-
edged. “If  we play to our capabilities, 
do the things we are supposed to do, 
and focus on the scouting report when 
we are at practice we should be able to 
hold our own and hopefully come out 
on top.”

South Carolina won its first game 
of  the season in overtime, with strong 
showings from transfer senior guard 
LaShay Page and freshman forward 
Michael Carrera. Page had 19 points 
while Carrera had 17 points and 15 
rebounds. 

“To beat South Carolina we just 
have to play hard on both ends of  the 
floor,” Stewart said. “That’s our first 
test on the road and it should be a hos-
tile environment. We will face adversity 
and this will test us as a team and how 
we handle that adversity on the road.”

Limiting South Carolina’s offensive 
rebounding is crucial for the Broncs as 
there has been a lot of  miscommunica-
tion on both the defensive and offensive 
glass thus far. It will be a tough game 
for Rider regardless but the Broncs 
aren’t concerned about the task in front 
of  them. 

“We are not worried,” Zadler said. 
“We have a great team and this season’s 
going to be a great one. We’re hungry 
for a bounce back.”

The Broncs will continue Hoops 
for Hope play on Wednesday against 
Southern Methodist, next Friday 
against Jacksonville and Nov. 25 against 
UW-Milwaukee.
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Inside today:   
Wrestling wins big 
at Binghamton  
Tournament  Page 11Sports

Men’s Basketball

Rider rallies, but falls in 6 a.m. game

Junior Tommy Pereira forced a turnover and dove on the loose ball in the second half of the game.

Junior forward Danny Stewart drives to the basket against Stony Brook in the Broncs’ loss on ESPN.
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